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General Notes
This upgrade includes fixes that have been tested by SCLS staff and staff at some libraries. To the best of
everyone’s assessment, the fixes are working well and any bugs identified during testing have been
fixed. However, as we learned with past upgrades and patches, we may experience unexpected results
following the upgrade. We may also discover new problems. We will use the Known Problems page to
document any post upgrade problems. After the upgrade, please clear your browser’s cache before
using Bibliovation.

Circulation
Renewal calendar widget allows selection of due date in past: This was fixed in a previous point release
but was unannounced. (SCLS Support Ticket 19179)
Bibliovation allowed renewals incorrectly: A checked out item allowed a renewal when there were
many active holds on the BIB record. A bug related to an item-level hold on the item allowed renewal.
This has been fixed. (SCLS Support Tickets 24457; 25184)
Patron Hold History displays "old" entries: This fix will cause the system to compare the
ShowHoldRange to the last action date instead of the holds placed date. However, this does not fix the
date display problem recorded in Known Problem #21065. (SCLS Support Ticket 21299)
Holds Queue report scrolling problem: The mouse wheel no longer scrolls uncontrollably when scrolling
through a large Holds Queue report. This was fixed in a previous point release but was unannounced.
(SCLS Support Ticket 22010)
Error: Unauthorized user message: When staff tried to access links in the left menu of a patron record,
the Error: Unauthorized user message” would only blip for a moment. This has been fixed in 6.2 for both
Firefox and Chrome browsers. (No SCLS Support Ticket)

Cataloging
New! Suppressed titles now reflect that in staff search results: There is now a flag on suppressed
bibliographic records in the staff search results showing that a suppressed title is suppressed. (No SCLS
Support Ticket)
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Discovery Layer
Boolean operator "OR" and "Include any" is not working: The Boolean operator of "OR" was not
working, and choosing “Include any” when using Advanced Search was not working. The system was
doing an AND search (“Include all”) instead of an OR search. These problems have been fixed. (SCLS
Support Ticket 20775)
Sorting doesn't work when no search terms are entered in search box: The search results list could not
be re-sorted when no search terms were used in the search. This has now been fixed. For example, if
you choose LP/Vinyl as a format and don't enter search terms (in order to see all of the LP/Vinyl) records
in the system, then you can now re-sort the search results list. (SCLS Support Ticket 25032)
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